Field-theoretic models have been used extensively to study the phase behavior of inhomogeneous polymer melts and solutions, both in self-consistent mean-field calculations and in numerical simulations of the full theory capturing composition fluctuations. The models commonly used can be grouped into two categories, namely species models and exchange models. Species models involve integrations of functionals that explicitly depend on fields originating both from species density operators and their conjugate chemical potential fields. In contrast, exchange models retain only linear combinations of the chemical potential fields. In the two-component case, development of exchange models has been instrumental in enabling stable complex Langevin (CL) simulations of the full complex-valued theory. No comparable stable CL approach has yet been established for field theories of the species type. Here we introduce an extension of the exchange model to an arbitrary number of components, namely the multi-species exchange (MSE) model, which greatly expands the classes of soft material systems that can accessed by the complex Langevin simulation technique. We demonstrate the stability and accuracy of the MSE-CL sampling approach using numerical simulations of triblock and tetrablock terpolymer melts, and tetrablock quaterpolymer melts. This method should enable studies of a wide range of fluctuation phenomena in multiblock/multi-species polymer blends and composites.
I. INTRODUCTION
Self-consistent field theory (SCFT) is a versatile and well-established numerical method for studying the mesoscopic self-assembly and equilibrium thermodynamic behavior of polymeric melts and solutions 1,2 . In contrast to microscopic simulation methods like molecular dynamics 3 or coarse-grained Monte Carlo 4 , partition functions containing particle-particle interactions are transformed mathematically such that the fundamental objects in SCFT are auxiliary chemical potential fields and their conjugate monomer species densities. While the field theories underpinning SCFT are formulated in continuous space, a range of numerical methods are available including projection of the fields onto a finite set of basis functions 5, 6 , real-space solutions via finite differences on a computational lattice 7 , or pseudo-spectral solutions on a collocation grid invoking fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) 8, 9 . In all of these techniques the continuum SCFT equations are transformed into a large but finite set of non-linear equations that are solved iteratively by relaxation methods. The stationary solutions are discrete representations of the saddle-points of the field theory, and hence constitute mean-field approximations to the full theory. For each iteration of the field relaxation, a modified diffusion equation must be solved to deduce the statistical properties of non-interacting chains in a set a) These authors contributed equally to this work. b) Electronic address: kdelaney@mrl.ucsb.edu; These authors contributed equally to this work. c) Electronic address: ghf@mrl.ucsb.edu of static external chemical-potential fields; this constitutes the vast majority of the computational cost of the method.
For inhomogeneous polymer systems, a frequent topic of study is the self-assembly of constituents into a variety of complex mesoscale morphologies (e.g., lamellae, bicontinuous networks, or hexagonally packed cylinders). SCFT allows phase diagrams to be constructed in the space of architectural parameters (e.g., the block molecular weights in copolymers) and segmental interaction parameters between the constituent species. Being a mean-field approximation, however, SCFT neglects fluctuations in composition profiles; this approximation is valid only for very dense systems, such as melts, in regions of the phase diagram that are sufficiently removed from critical phase transitions. To capture fluctuation effects, simulations of the full field theory are needed.
A major impediment to a straightforward implementation of simulations of the full theory is what is known in the quantum field-theory literature as the sign problem: the occurrence of rapidly oscillating complex exponential factors making the direct evaluation of statistical averages intractable. Until recently, strategies for handling the sign problem in polymer field theories had been developed and applied only for two-species systems. In one attempt the partial saddle-point method approximates the full theory by restricting fluctuations to fields without rapid oscillations 10, 11 . This approach is suitable mainly for two-species incompressible systems as it neglects fluctuations in the pressure mode governing total local densities, but it nevertheless constitutes an uncontrolled approximation. A more comprehensive solution, which captures fluctuations of all fields in the full theory, involves applying the complex Langevin (CL) method 12, 13 for generating importance-sampled sequences of field configurations. This method tolerates the sign problem by analytically continuing the theory into the space of complex fields, and sampling stochastically along high-dimensional paths that are locally of near-constant phase. Estimates for physical properties (thermal averages) remain real valued. This method has previously been used to study a variety of problems including the fluctuation-induced shift in the orderdisorder transition in symmetric 14 and asymmetric 15 diblock copolymers, and the complexation of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes 16 .
Not surprisingly, a simulation method capturing the full statistical field theory faces several numerical challenges. As in SCFT, diffusion equations must be solved at each CL field iteration step. In contrast to SCFT however, where the purpose of iterating the fields is to approach a saddle-point solution, field updates in CL serve to sample representative field configurations with probability consistent with the partition function. An important efficiency consideration then is to ensure that field updates are performed in a manner that is both stable and accurate, and to propagate the system as quickly as possible between statistically uncorrelated field configurations. Lennon et al. have discussed the performance of several explicit and implicit field-update algorithms in selected two-component test cases 17 . Another numerical concern is the choice of a suitable algorithm to solve the diffusion equations in the presence of rough, stochastically generated fields. Recently Audus et al. demonstrated that higher-order diffusion solvers can be less stable than low-order solvers when subjected to fields containing white noise 18 . While these considerations are important from a practical standpoint, a parallel concern is the stability of the CL equations in multi-component systems, which are of growing interest in the design and fabrication of novel nanostructured materials 19 . In particular: How can one construct a field-theoretic model and a corresponding CL stochastic dynamics for sampling the fields that is stable for systems containing more than two monomer species? We address this challenge in the present article by generalizing the commonly used exchange model to polymer systems with more than two species, demonstrating for the first time that CL can be applied to polymeric fluids with many chemically distinct components; the method in principle extends to an arbitrary number of species.
A detailed discussion of field-theoretic models for polymeric melts and solutions can be found, e.g., in Ref. 1. We here briefly review the two broad classes of models, which are in principle thermodynamically equivalent. In density-explicit species-type models, a pair of thermodynamically conjugate complex fields arises for each monomer/segment species: an auxiliary chemicalpotential field and a density field. In addition, incompressible models feature a "pressure" field conjugate to the total density at each point in space. Hence, for S species, a typical density-explicit species model formally involves 2S +1 independent fields. In contrast, exchangetype models, which prior to this work have been formulated only for S = 2 component systems, decouple the interactions using the normal modes of the interaction matrix rather than the species fields themselves; the decoupling allows redundant degrees of freedom to be integrated out of the problem (provided the pair interaction is invertible). As a result, exchange-type models utilize only S fields for S components, and are therefore more efficient in their representation of a multi-component system. This is a first indication that exchange models are better suited to CL than species-type models, as imposing independent fluctuations on an over-complete set of fields can be imagined to produce numerical instabilities. Indeed, even for a simple two-species system, such as an incompressible AB diblock copolymer melt, one can show that the linearized CL equations for the species model possess eigenvalues of mixed sign, symptomatic of an unstable scheme. In contrast, the exchange formulation of the model has been shown to enable stable CL simulations of the same diblock copolymer melt model 14, 15, 17 . We note that a third type of simulation method has been recently explored 20 , utilizing an exchange mapping for each pair of species. The method was demonstrated to be stable for conducting simulations of a nanocomposite melt of linear AB polymer chains interacting with nanoparticles of a third distinct species, though the method requires 2S + 1 fields for S species. We expect that the MSE approach presented here will be more efficient and stable as the number of distinct species is increased. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we generalize the two-species exchange model to an arbitrary number of species for incompressible and weakly compressible melt models. In Section III we devise a complex Langevin (CL) sampling scheme for conducting field-theoretic simulations based on the new multi-species exchange (MSE) model, and discuss numerical aspects that affect efficiency. In section IV, we apply our model and methods to symmetric ABC triblock and ABCA ′ tetrablock terpolymer melts, and to ABDC tetrablock quaterpolymer melts; we show that CL sampling is stable both for disordered melts at low segregation strength and for ordered mesophases at intermediate segregation strength. We further demonstrate that the sampling is accurate by comparing structure factors in the disordered melt to those obtained by the random phase approximation, and through the recovery of the correct meanfield limit. Finally, we demonstrate that the compressible model fully recovers the incompressible one in the appropriate limit, while in some cases permitting more stable and efficient simulations.
II. THEORY
A. The multi-species exchange model of strictly incompressible melts
Coarse-grained particle model: We begin with the following canonical partition function for a coarse-grained particle model of a multi-species polymer melt:
In a volume V , there are a total of n molecules with P distinct molecule types. Each molecule type p ∈ [1, P ] has n p indistinguishable copies, such that n = P p=1 n p , and N p degrees of freedom. Assuming the molecules are all linear polymer chains (without loss of generality on the field-theory transformation), the degree of polymerization of each chain type is N p , and we choose arbitrarily a reference N such that N p = N α p . The overall density of monomers in the melt is ρ 0 = P p=1 n p N p /V , and we assume that all statistical segments have a common reference volume v 0 = 1/ρ 0 . λ T is the thermal wave length. A total of S distinct chemical ("monomer") species are distributed in arbitrary sequences in the chains. For a continuous-chain model, as employed throughout this work, the species density operators arê
where the integration bound s ∈ j includes all statistical segments of chemical species j in the chain-contour integral (i.e., repeated blocks, e.g., in linear ABA polymers, are handled implicitly by repeated summation). r p i (s) is the space-curve of polymer chain i of type p, parameterized as a continuous linear filament with contour variable s. The functional integrals Dr i run over the possible space curves r (s) for the ith polymer chain. The delta functional in Eqn. 1 strictly enforces incompressibility in the melt by projecting onto a configuration subspace for which the microscopic densities sum to a uniform constant segment density (ρ 0 ) throughout space.
The energy weights in Eqn. 1 are βU 0 , the conformational statistics of a single chain in free space (e.g., chain stretching term such as the Wiener weight for a continuous Gaussian chain), and βU 1 , the potential energy for interactions between distinct segments. For linear continuous chains with Gaussian stretching statistics, the conformation term is
where b (s) is the statistical segment length of a monomer at contour position s. For Flory-like contact interactions, the potential energy term is
where ρ T = (ρ 1 , . . . ,ρ S ) and χ = (χ ij ) with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , S}. In this model it is assumed that χ ii = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , S} and χ ij = χ ji ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , S}. βU 1 is responsible for the many-body character of the problem, and will be replaced by particle-field interactions using Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations. However, since the interaction matrix χ ij N is usually not positive definite, direct Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation is usually not possible, and must instead be accompanied by decomposition into normal modes ("exchange mapping").
Field Theory: Appendix A details the derivation of an exchange-mapped field theory corresponding to the canonical partition function Eqn. 1. The resulting partition function is
and Z 0 is a constant, including ideal gas terms, fully defined in Appendix A. Eqns. 6 and 7 constitute a full description of the field theoretic canonical partition function. The fields µ 1 , . . . , µ S−1 , µ + are auxiliary exchangemapped chemical potential fields that are related to the species chemical potential fields ψ A (r)N, . . . , ψ S (r)N by a linear transformation. µ + is responsible for enforcing incompressibility of the melt. d i and O ij are respectively the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the (S − 1) × (S − 1) matrix X ij = χ ij N − 2χ iS N . All lengths are nondimensionalized using the radius of gyration of a reference ideal polymer chain, R g = b (N/6) 1/2 , with reference statistical segment length b and reference polymerization degree N . C = ρ 0 R 3 g /N is a dimensionless polymer chain number density parameter. Q p is the partition function of a single molecule of type p experiencing the S µ fields, while φ p is the overall volume fraction of the system occupied by molecules of type p (i.e., p φ p = 1). The functional integrals Dµ i are over all configurations of real fields if d i < 0, and over purely imaginary fields otherwise (i.e., fields corresponding to repulsive interactions, which have saddle point configurations of physical relevance that are purely imaginary, have been Wick rotated to bring the saddle-point onto the real axis, as discussed in Appendix A). The S ×S matrix A specifies the linear transformation from exchangemapped fields to the species chemical potential fields, i.e., ψ i (r)N = j A ij µ j (r), which enter the single-chain partition function:
The inverse transformation A −1 takes the form
where
The need for the inverse transformation arises only during initialization of {µ i } , µ + based on stored species-field configurations {ψ i N }. It is usually more convenient to initialize calculations from species fields because the precise meaning of exchange fields can change significantly with system parameters. Once initialized, however, a CL or SCFT simulation will proceed without requiring the inverse transformation.
The single-chain partition functions Q p Aµ are evaluated for continuous linear chains according to
where the propagators q p (r, s) are governed by the diffusion equation 
with ψ † p defined by traversing polymer p in the contour parameter s from the opposite chain end, to deduce dimensionless monomeric density operators, ϕ i (r), which are required for CL and mean-field relaxation dynamics. The density operators are
where s ∈ j denotes contour segments along chain p occupied by monomers of species type j. These segment densities are normalized so that their expectation values over all field configurations weighted by exp(−H) yield the local volume fraction of type-j segments, i.e., ρ 0 ϕ j (r) {µ} = ρ j {r p i } , where the former is a fieldbased operator and the latter is a microscopic density operator averaged over particle coordinates. It is straightforward to extend this definition of propagators and density operators to non-linear/branched polymer architectures, and to discrete-chain models.
Although not used in the present study, we note for completeness the form of the action in the grand canonical ensemble:
as an arbitrary scaling of chain activities: only ratios of z p affect the thermodynamics. All other symbols have the same definitions as in the canonical ensemble. Complex Langevin Sampling: It is now appropriate to discuss the use of the MSE model for complex Langevin (CL) simulations of polymer systems containing an arbitrary number of chains P and species S. Key to devising a stable CL scheme is writing Langevin equations not for the species potentials, but for the generalized eigenmode potentials {µ j } , µ + . In the canonical "diagonal" CL dynamics adopted here, the relaxational part of the field dynamics is in the direction of the generalized force acting on that same field. Including random force terms, the full stochastic CL equation for fields {µ j } , µ + are:
where t is a fictitious simulation time variable, λ i > 0 is a real-valued relaxation rate parameter, and i is an S-dimensional index spanning [1, S − 1] and +. The parameters γ i arise from the Wick rotation of the pressure and pressure-like fields, defined by
where i = √ −1. Finally, the fields η i (r, t) are purely real and independent Gaussian white (in both space and time) noise terms obeying the fluctuation dissipation theorem:
The CL equations (Eqns. 17) involve thermodynamic forces that are expressed as functional derivatives of the action with respect to the generalized field variables. The relevant derivatives can be expressed in terms of the generalized potentials and the species density operators by the following expressions:
An interesting observation from Eqn. 22 is that the force on the µ + field has no explicitly linear component. Furthermore, the spatial average of the sum of normalized species density operators is guaranteed to be unity for any configuration of the fields {µ i } , µ + . Hence, the spatial average of the force on µ + is zero for any µ + configuration. This reflects an invariance of the species densities to a shift in the average value of µ + , which originates from the invariance of the exponential form of the incompressibility delta functional to such a shift. A practical consequence is that upon application of noise, the average value of the µ + field will drift arbitrarily. However, all physical properties should be invariant to this drift. This invariance can be seen in H, because the linear term in −n ln Q p (Sec. III B) exactly cancels the explicit µ + integral in H. We have nevertheless found it convenient to constrain dr µ + (r) = 0 during our CL and SCFT simulations, a choice with no thermodynamic consequences.
An interesting feature of the complex Langevin method is that instantaneous samples of thermodynamic operators are complex. However, as required on physical grounds, all observables become real upon thermal (time) averaging.
We note that eliminating the noise terms in Eqns. 17 leads to deterministic relaxation equations that have mean-field saddle-point solutions as the long-time stationary state; i.e., all fields relax until ⋆ + . This feature makes constructing SCFT phase diagrams straightforward for a predetermined set of candidate phases.
Finally, it is important to recognize that all saddlepoint field configurations are independent of the C chain number density in this model. This invariance means that the molecular weight of polymers in the melt enters only in unison with the interaction parameters through the χN terms. In contrast, inclusion of composition fluctuations generates a family of models for different C chain densities, where the C parameter depends implicitly on the number of statistical segments present in the polymer chains. Hence, beyond-mean-field simulations acquire a molecular-weight dependence beyond χN to all thermodynamic observables.
B. Weakly compressible multi-species melt
Coarse-grained particle model: In this case, the following particle model is used:
βU 0 and βU 1 are identical to the previous model, while the delta functional that enforced incompressibility has been replaced by a Helfand 21 weak compressibil-
. The Helfand compressibility ensures that the thermally and spatially averaged density is ρ 0 (mass conservation), but local fluctuations around the spatial average density are permitted in the thermally averaged density profiles. This type of model can be numerically advantageous over the strictly incompressible model by making the complex Langevin dynamics less stiff, at the expense of introducing one extra parameter (ζ).
Field Theory: Appendix B details the derivation of the exchange-mapped field theory for the compressible melt canonical partition function (Eqn. 24). The resulting partition function is
with action
O ji
Z 0 a constant, and d i and O ij are eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the S × S matrix χN (ζN )
2 1 1 , where 1 1 is an S × S matrix with all entries equal to 1. Other symbols are as defined in the previous section. Note that all sums include a full S count of exchangemapped fields, and there is no separate pressure field. The transformation matrices from exchange to species fields and vice versa are directly O and O T respectively. For reference, the action of the grand partition function in this model is
In contrast with the incompressible case, the absolute magnitude of chain activities {z p } is not arbitrary; the total mass of the system is not specified by parameter constraints, and the absolute values of z p combine with the compressibility parameter to determine the equilibrium monomer density of the system. In this case, the quantity ρ 0 should be considered to be the inverse of a reference volume of a statistical segment.
Complex Langevin Sampling:
We use the following equation of motion for all fields in the Helfand-type MSE model:
where the forces are given by
One point of caution is that the spectrum of eigenvalues becomes very broad if ζN becomes large (approaching the incompressible limit), so that the relaxation rates of different fields are strongly disparate. Efficient sampling can often be restored by adjusting the λ i parameters appropriately. An analysis of efficiency and mobility optimization is provided in Section IV.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS
Our numerical methods are based on pseudospectral collocation with periodic boundary conditions and second-order operator splitting for contour-stepping the modified diffusion equations 8, 9, 17, 18 , which are solved as an inner loop for each instantaneous configuration of the auxiliary fields {µ}. Pseudospectral collocation with plane waves is ideally suited for complex Langevin simulations because it makes accessible large simulation cells (e.g., beyond the solution/melt correlation length) and does not rely on symmetric field configurations. Consequently, spatially decorrelated noise can be applied to the fields discretized on the computational lattice to affect unbiased stochastic sampling.
We find counter to intuition that solving the diffusion equation with a low-order (second) solver in the presence of rough fields makes for more stable CL trajectories 18 when compared with nominally higher-order solvers. In all of the present work, unless otherwise specified, we use second-order operator splitting with a contour step size of ∆s = 0.01N for computing the chain propagators (Eqns. 12, 14) . It now remains to discuss the relevant discretizations for the CL equations of motion, which stochastically evolve field configurations in an outer loop.
The complex Langevin (CL) method 1,14,17,22 allows sampling the full partition function (e.g., Eqns. 6 and 25) by moving along paths of approximate local constant phase, thus avoiding adverse efficiency loss from strongly oscillating terms. To numerically implement CL, the equations of motion must be discretized in space and time. All of the CL equations of motion provided in Sections IIA and B have the generic continuum form
with Gaussian white noise statistics η (r, t) = 0,
For spatial discretization, we first generate all functional derivatives in the continuum representation, then discretize the resulting functions onto the collocation mesh 23 . The resulting equation of motion on the computational lattice takes the form
now with noise statistics η
, where ∆V = V /M , and M is the number of cells on the spatial collocation mesh. Notice that the equations of motion are local in space, which makes the computational effort of solving the CL fieldupdate equations insignificant compared to the inner loop consisting of diffusion equations (Eqns. 12, 14).
A. Complex Langevin time integrators
We now discuss a variety of time integration algorithms with a range of computational costs and accuracy, stability, and efficiency profiles. In practice, we have found that when used in tandem with appropriate semi-implicit time integration schemes, the discretized CL dynamics schemes presented in the previous section can be made both stable and accurate for arbitrary numbers of species and choices of interaction parameters in the weak and intermediate segregation regime. A number of the algorithms discussed here were presented in the context of two-species simulations by Lennon et al. 17 , and all are compared in the context of multi-species simulations in Section IV.
Euler-Maruyama:
The simplest discrete time stepper for evolving the complex Langevin equations is the Euler-Maruyama method, which is the stochastic analog of forward Euler stepping. The discretized equation of motion is
with
where ∆t is the time-step size. This algorithm is accurate only to first order in the relaxation term and, being an explicit scheme, suffers from poor stability at very large time steps. However, the small time step required to control inaccuracies from the time-step bias mean that stability is less of a concern than accuracy when using this algorithm in CL simulations. (SCFT, in contrast, is primarily limited by stability, because accurate trajectories are unimportant provided the method eventually converges to a stationary saddle-point solution).
1S first-order semi-implicit:
A stochastic extension to the SIS method introduced by Ceniceros and Fredrickson 24 , the 1S semi-implicit method takes the linear part of the relaxation term to the future time:
By using the linear response kernel for the homogeneous state, which is isotropic and translationally invariant (see Sections IIIB and C), the linearized part of the force can be written in the form
with Fourier transformκ(k)μ(k), where {k} are vectors on the reciprocal lattice, andκ(k) is a linear-response kernel that can be computed analytically for any polymer model. The 1S time stepper can then be rearranged to solve for µ t+∆t in reciprocal space, yieldinĝ
(35) The term preceding the Fourier transformed force is an effective k-dependent time step that can be precomputed (and recomputed whenever the cell shape or volume changes). Note that only force terms for which γ 2κ (k) > 0 for all k should be made semi-implicit in this fashion; other modes are destabilized by making this transformation. In addition to linearized forces, explicitly linear terms in the force can be treated implicitly in the same way. All forces in the MSE scheme, except for δH/δµ + in the strictly incompressible case, have explicitly linear terms that can be treated implicitly.
Exponential time differencing: Exponential time differencing was introduced in the context of complex Langevin simulations by Villet and Fredrickson (Refs. 25 and 26) . The method takes the linearized and explicitly linear parts of the relaxational force as an integrating factor over the interval t → t + ∆t, resulting in
Weak second-order predictor-corrector methods: One of the disadvantages of the algorithms presented in the previous sections is the reliance on linearization of the relaxational terms of the CL dynamics to improve both stability and accuracy over each time step. In practice, the linearization is performed with an isotropic, translationally invariant kernel that is accurate only for weak perturbations around a homogeneous state. In the limit of strongly segregated (inhomogeneous) polymer melts, the stability and accuracy of methods employing such kernels is less certain. One option for moving beyond this limitation is to employ predictor-corrector algorithms, which divide the propagation of fields into two steps and average the force between present and estimated future times for the corrected time step. No assumption about the nature or amplitude of inhomogeneity is required.
These schemes offer weak second-order convergence to the continuous-time Langevin dynamics.
In the scheme due toÖttinger 27 and Petersen 28 (PO), the predictor step consists of an explicit forward step which, taken alone, reduces to the Euler-Maruyama scheme. The corrector step then not only introduces a stabilizing implicit dependence but, in addition, adds and subtracts the approximately linearized and explicitly linear derivatives at the future (t + ∆t) and the predictor (t) time steps, respectively. The predictor and corrector update steps are:
Note that this method requires two full sets of solutions of the chain propagator modified diffusion equations to complete a time step, so that the computational cost is doubled, but importantly the same stochastic realization of η t i applies in both the predictor and corrector steps. The PO method is significantly more accurate than the first order methods. If the linear response kernel is not employed in the corrector step, the method reduces to an Euler-Maruyama Predictor Corrector (EMPEC) method:
which performs similarly well in many cases, but does not rely on force linearization. Finally, a third type of predictor-corrector algorithm, ETDPEC, was introduced by Villet and Fredrickson 25 . ETDPEC uses exponential time differencing with force linearization for both the predictor and corrector steps:
We now discuss the derivation of weak-inhomogeneity linear response kernels,κ (k), for linear multiblock polymer chains.
B. Weak inhomogeneity expansion
A weak inhomogeneity expansion assumes that local field deviations from a homogeneous saddle-point are weak, such that a power-series expansion of the action in a small perturbation parameter can be truncated beyond the quadratic term. The explicit field dependences of the action of both incompressible and weakly compressible melt models appear only to second order, but the ln Q p term is a non-linear, non-local functional containing all powers of the fields. An expansion of ln Q p to second order in the field perturbations yields the following weak inhomogeneity expansion for the MSE-mapped action of an incompressible melt of linear multiblock polymer chains:
where H 0 is evaluated for the homogeneous saddle-point configuration, and we have used periodic boundary conditions with the Fourier transform conventionsf k = V −1 dr f (r) exp (−ik.r), f (r) = kf k exp (ik.r). N B is the number of distinct blocks along the copolymer backbone, and S i is a length-N B map vector that specifies the chemical species index for block i. φ p is the volume fraction of the pth polymer chain type, and α p is its chain length relative to N . g p ij (k) is a Debye pair correlation factor in reciprocal space applied between blocks i and j of uniform species index on polymer chain type p:ĝ
with the scalar-valued functionŝ
where f p i is the normalized contour length (such that i f p i = 1 ∀ p regardless of α p ) of a sequential block of segments of species i on chain p, and d ij is the sum of all normalized block lengths between, but not including, blocks i and j along the chain contour. Notice that g p ij (k) is only evaluated for block pairs (i, j) belonging to the same polymer component p. Higher-order inter-chain terms do not appear, because those are handled by the explicit interaction terms in the action, while ln Q p is the normalized partition function of non-interacting chains in external fields. Similar expressions can be derived for branched polymer chain architectures using perturbation theory 1 . For a weakly compressible melt, the weak inhomogeneity expansion is:
with the same Debye correlation functions as in the incompressible model.
C. Linearized derivatives
The linearized forces employed in Sec. IIIA can be obtained by functional derivatives of the second-order weakinhomogeneity expansions provided in the previous section. For the incompressible model:
For the purposes of stabilizing the time stepping algorithms presented earlier, it is advantageous to only consider those parts of the linearized derivatives that are proportional to the field whose derivative is calculated; contributions proportional to other fields are in general not stabilizing. Hence,
whereκ is a linear-response kernel. Moreover, instead of the full functionsκ i (k) we retain only those terms whose sign suggest that they are stabilizing for implicit time stepping, resulting in
with IV. RESULTS
A. Mean-field Theory
As discussed in Section IIA, the complex Langevin dynamics used for sampling the field theoretic partition function will return mean-field saddle-point solutions if the driving noise is eliminated. This approximation becomes asymptotically exact for C → ∞, a limit for which the noise strength is naturally vanishing 14, 17, 29 relative to δH/δµ. Although the primary focus of the present work is the development of stable schemes for propagating CL dynamics, as a first test of the correctness of the MSE mapping we here explore mean-field simulations for linear ABC triblock melts and compare to known results.
Consistency of ABC mean-field phase diagram: Throughout this work we consider only conformationally symmetric systems (that is, those for which the statistical segment lengths are all equal to the reference b); this restriction is easily lifted. The parameter space for incompressible melts of linear, monodisperse triblock polymers is then five dimensional: two block fractions (f A , f B , and f C = 1 − f A − f B ), and three χN parameters (χ AB N , χ AC N , χ BC N ). For a three-species incompressible melt, the reduced interaction matrix X ij = χ ij N − 2χ iS N becomes a 2 × 2 matrix. If we further restrict our initial tests to the case of χN = χ AB N = χ AC N = χ BC N , we find
These quantities fully describe the MSE mapping and the meaning of the exchange-mapped fields µ 1 (r), µ 2 (r), µ + (r) for this specific system. A partial SCFT phase diagram was first presented by Matsen 30 for symmetric triblock polymers (f A = f C ). As a first test of the correctness of the MSE mapping, Matsen's ABC phase diagram is partially reproduced in Invariance of thermodynamic properties to eliminated species: A feature of the MSE model of an incompressible melt is the elimination ofρ S by employing the delta functional subspace projection. An important test case tensor as a function of cubic lattice parameter for the alternating double-gyroid phase with space group I4132, demonstrating the invariance of thermodynamic observables to the species that is eliminated in the incompressible MSE mapping. Calculations were conducted at χN = 35 and fA = fC = 0.19. The stress tensor is related to the derivative of the intensive free energy with respect to lattice parameters at constant concentration, and is used as the relevant operator in our variable-cell method 31 . The stress-free configuration has lattice parameter 6.53 Rg. Inset shows isosurfaces of A and C normalized density equal to 0.85. then is to demonstrate that the thermodynamic properties computed from SCFT and CL simulations are invariant to the choice of species that is eliminated. For example, in an ABC triblock melt, the C (= S) species, being the highest indexed, is eliminated by default, but we are free to eliminate any other by permuting the species labels. This test, shown in Fig. 2 , is made with SCFT calculations of the alternating gyroid phase of an ABC triblock melt, using the free-energy variation with lattice parameter and the stress tensor as example thermodynamic properties.
Reduction to two-species exchange-mapped field theory: As a further test of the MSE mapping, we consider the special case of a system consisting of two species. In this case the interaction matrix X ij has only one entry X 11 = −2χ AB N . The parameters that enter the action are therefore d 1 = −2χ AB N and O 11 = 1, and the action itself is
The species chemical potential fields that enter the Q p functionals are defined in terms of the exchange fields through the A ij matrix as ψ A (r)N = µ 1 (r) + µ + (r), and ψ B (r)N = µ + (r). The traditional two-species exchangemapped field theory 1 has the relationships ψ A (r)N = 
− (r), and ψ B (r)N = µ
− (r). We therefore expect to find consistent saddle-point field configurations between the two methods if we identify µ + (r) + µ 1 (r)/2 = µ − . Fig. 3 shows such an example for the saddle-point solutions of an AB diblock copolymer melt in the lamellar phase. The normalized species densities (upper panel) are immediately equal between the reduced MSE and traditional two-species exchange mapping (as are scalar thermodynamic quantities such as the free energy and components of the stress tensor), but the auxiliary exchange chemical potential fields (lower panel) require the mapping above to be brought into agreement. This test verifies that MSE correctly reduces to the traditional two-species exchange mapping in the appropriate limit, up to an arbitrary shift in the µ + (r) field. 
Finite compressibility:
Here we demonstrate the effect on SCFT morphologies of permitting weak violation of the incompressibility condition by the introduction of a Helfand compressibility penalty. Figure 4 demonstrates the monomer density profiles in the saddle-point approximation of an ABC triblock polymer melt in the lamellar phase. The compressible model (black lines) has a non-uniform total densityρ A (r) +ρ B (r) +ρ C (r) = ρ 0 , with strongest violations in the vicinity of interfaces. Fig.  5 shows the continuous approach to the incompressible limit of both the free energy and total density profiles of the same ABC triblock melt. Relaxing the incompressibility constraint can be numerically advantageous in a number of situations, especially in cases for which the incompressible constraint is difficult to satisfy, such as in systems constrained to have non-uniform total density, e.g., due to boundary conditions.
Efficiency of the saddle-point search in a compressible model: For simplicity we make our analysis of time stepping efficiency for the same system as in Fig. 4 : an ABC linear triblock polymer melt in the lamellar phase with all binary χN interactions equal. This specific choice makes the interaction matrix, X = χN (ζN ) that scaling the mobility λ i ≈ d i might largely compensate for the spectrum broadening. However, this proposed startegy is oversimplified, because the density fields ϕ i (r), or equivalently the single-chain conformational term ln Q, entangles all modes to all orders, as revealed even in the lowest-order expansion of the forces in Eqn. 48. Lacking a general strategy for efficient selection of mobility coefficients, we instead derive understanding by studying rates of convergence numerically. Figure 6 shows an analysis of a map of the number of mean-field relaxation steps required to converge to the lamellar saddle-point solution as a function of λ i mobility coefficients. Mirroring the separation of the eigenvalue spectrum, we explore scalar-valued mobility coefficients λ i = λ S with ∆t = 1, and determine the stability envelope as well as the number of SCFT iterations required to reach the saddle point configuration.
For the incompressible model, the fastest convergence to the saddle-point configuration (to a tolerance of less than 10 −6 in the L2 norm of all forces) was achieved with λ i ∆t = 0.75, with approximately 15, 000 iterations of the SIS field updater. For moderately larger λ i ∆t, the number of iterations is increased due to a damped oscillatory approach to the solution. Further increases in the mobility coefficient lead to non-damped oscillations or divergent trajectories. From the compressible data, the following observations can be made:
• Almost without exception, the pressure-like mode, µ 3 , required a mobility at least as large as the other modes for stable field trajectories.
• For weak compressibility penalty (more compact eigenvalue spectrum), optimal performance can be achieved with λ 3 ≈ λ 1,2 . In contrast, strong compressibility penalties (wide eigenvalue spectrum) favor a strong asymmetry in mobility coefficients.
In that case, increasing λ i for i ∈ [1, S − 1] does not significant increase the rate of convergence; increasing λ S does.
• With an appropriate choice of {λ i }, the inefficiency related to the sparse eigenvalue spectrum on the approach to the incompressible limit is significantly ameliorated, while a poor choice leads to either increased computational cost or instability.
• If λ i ∆t = 1.00 is chosen, the ζN = 100, 1, 000 and 10, 000 models required respectively ∼ 62, 000, ∼ 70, 000, and ∼ 510, 000 iterations of the SIS field updater. In contrast, tuning to the optimal mobility coefficients in the space of λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 results in a minimum iteration count of ∼ 2, 500 for ζN = 100, ∼ 11, 500 for ζN = 1, 000, and ∼ 85, 000 for ζN = 10, 000, at least a factor 5 improvement.
• Fig. 5 shows that ζN = 1000 differs from the incompressible limit by ∼ 0.05% in the SCFT free energy and by a peak of ∼ 1% in the spatial variation of the total segment density. The ζN = 1, 000 model required approximately 30% fewer time steps than the incompressible model in this test case.
B. Complex Langevin Simulations
Time-integration algorithms: Figure 7 shows the variation of the thermal average of a trial operator, H , as the time integration algorithm and time-step size are both varied for a selection of multi species incompressible melts. Only simulations that did not yield divergent trajectories have data included. A crucial finding is that all methods are stable (no divergent trajectories observed) and accurate (time-step error controlled compared to statistical uncertainties) for sufficiently small values of ∆t. However, working with small ∆t is very inefficient, because the correlation time, and therefore the number of discrete time steps required to move between statistically distinct configurations, is long. The number of statistically decorrelated configurations used in computing thermal averages is a crucial quantity for finding the standard error of the mean, and therefore determining stochastic uncertainty on predictons of observables. The standard error of the mean decreases as the square root of the number of decorrelated field configurations sampled. For Fig.  7 , simulations of the incompressible model were ran long enough to yield standard errors smaller than or equal to the symbol size (i.e., smaller ∆t simulations completed more time steps). Stability and accuracy trends are similar for the compressible model. Fig. 7 shows that Euler-Maruyama and 1S methods, while quite stable at the ∆t range of interest, are least effective from the viewpoint of sampling efficiency due to a large time-step bias. Exponential time differencing shows significant improvements in accuracy, permitting approximately one order of magnitude improvement in efficiency. Each of these methods has essentially equal computational cost per CL time step, which is dominated by solving the modified diffusion equations for chain propagators. EMPEC, the simplest predictor-corrector method, improves accuracy further while doubling the runtime per CL time step. Finally, Petersen-Öttinger and ETDPEC methods demonstrate univerally excellent accuracy in all tests, with time step sizes being limited by stability rather than accuracy. Table I quantitative comparison of sampling efficiency for each time-step method. It is evident that predictor-corrector methods are crucial for efficient access to advanced applications of CL sampling. Now that we have demonstrated controlled stability and accuracy of the stochastic sampling, we address the physical correctness of the CL-MSE method.
Structure factors: One physical test of the CL-MSE simulations involves comparing the melt structure factors in the disordered phase to the RPA predictions of the same quantity. Since RPA structure factors contain fluctuations to Gaussian order, the numerical and analytical predictions should be in good agreement, provided the fluctuations are not sufficiently strong to engage higher-order terms. This will be the case for high molecular-weight melts with weak interactions far from an order-disorder transition.
The structure factor components are defined for translationally invariant systems as
where δρ i (r) =ρ i (r)− ρ i (r) , and i, j ∈ [1, S] are species labels. Using our Fourier transform conventions detailed in Section IIB, the structure factors become
Since the microscopic density operatorsρ i are integrated out of our field theory, we must use the methods described in Reference 1 to derive an appropriate fieldbased structure-factor operator. We arrive at
for incompressible systems, and
for the compressible case, where ϕ j (r) is defined in Eqn. 15. These expressions were derived using a single functional integration by parts, which yields the least noisy estimator out of those tested. Fig. 8 shows the structure factor for an ABC triblock melt with f A = f C = 0.2 and χ AB N = χ BC N = 10, χ AC N = 14 for both a normalized chain number density of C = 100, corresponding to very high molecular weight and weak composition fluctuations, and C = 20, smaller molecular weight with stronger fluctuations. The disorder-phase structure factor contains a single peak resulting from short-length-scale correlations in the fluid. CL data are almost statistically indistinguishable from RPA curves for this system, which is sufficiently removed from the order-disorder transition.
Efficiency of weakly compressible CL simulations: Fig. 9 presents data collected from complex Langevin simulations of a weakly compressible ABC triblock melt b Nt (∆tmax) is the number of time steps required to reduce the standard error of the mean (ǫ) sufficiently so that 3ǫ is no larger than 1 in the 4th significant figure of H c Unstable before inaccurate TABLE I. Quantitative comparison of CL time stepper performance during a single calculation. Since CL is a stochastic method, some variability in the data should be expected in repeated trials. The time step is chosen to be equal to ∆tmax, defined as the time step required to converge the estimate of H to within 0.05% of the low-∆t value. For the chosen time step, each simulation ran for a number of time steps required to make the error of the mean sufficiently small to resolve four significant figures. Test systems were a disordered phase at low C with asymmetric χN parameters, and an alternating gyroid phase at moderate C with symmetric χN parameters. Both phases employed a spatial collocation mesh of 32 3 , second-order operator splitting for solving the modified diffusion equation with contour discretization ∆s = 0.01, and a periodic simulation cell with a volume of 512R in the alternating gyroid phase with f A = f C = 0.2 and all binary χN = 30. Simulation trajectories are more accurate for λ i ∆t → 0, but the result is a slower time evolution and longer correlation time so that a significant increase in the number of time steps is required to accurately evaluate thermally averaged operators. The cost of simulations as mobility coefficients are varied can be evaluated using a relative efficiency metric, ǫ
where ǫ is the standard error of the mean of H . ǫ ∞,ref is a reference standard error taken from an incompressible simulation with optimal time step ran for the same number of iterations. An efficiency greater than 1.0 implies that the simulation can be ran for proportionally fewer time steps to achieve the same standard error as the reference. In a compressible model with all binary χN equal, the MSE eigenvalue spectrum is split as detailed in Section IV A. Similarly grouping the mobility coefficients λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 in this case can significantly improve both simulation stability and efficiency, as shown in the lower panels of Fig. 9 .
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a multi-species-exchange fieldtheoretic model for multi-species, multiblock polymers and blends with arbitrary chain architectures. We have demonstrated that the method can be used as a basis for stable and accurate numerical simulations of the full field theory, including composition fluctuations, using the complex Langevin sampling scheme. Such fully fluctuating simulations were demonstrated to reproduce RPA structure factors for high-molecular-weight triblock copolymer melts deep in the disordered phase. In addition, mean-field (SCFT) solutions of the MSE model are readily available within the same framework and were shown to reproduce known phase boundaries in an ABC triblock terpolymer melt
We have detailed the efficiency and accuracy of a variety of field update algorithms for complex Langevin sampling, and explored the use of asymmetric mobility coefficients to recover stability and efficiency in weakly compressible melt models in both mean-field and nonmean-field simulations.
It is anticipated that the MSE method will be an important vehicle for the efficient study of fluctuation phenomena, including beyond-mean-field corrections to phase diagrams of multi-species melts. In addition, although a comparison has not been made in the present work, it is conceivable that the MSE approach may perform better than traditional density-explicit species methods for mean-field saddle-point searches, due in part to the relaxation along normal modes of the interaction matrix.
We note that the ultra-violet sensitivity 1,26,33 present in many polymer field theories remains present in the High contour resolution is required to properly converge the high-k decay of the structure factor; in this case 400 contour samples were used with a second-order operator splitting pseudospectral algorithm 18 . CL calculations were conducted at C = 100 (weak fluctuations) and C = 20 (moderately strong fluctuations). Increasing fluctuation strength weakly dampens the amplitude of the dominant scattering peak (inset). For comparison, the RPA structure factor is plotted (solid lines), which contains composition fluctuations on the Gaussian level 1 .
simulations presented here. However, a systematic strategy is available to regularize the field theory, which is entirely compatible with the MSE scheme. 26, 33 We will explore this aspect in future work. We begin with the canonical partition function from Eqn. 1. Incompressibility can be enforced explicitly in the interaction term by replacingρ S = ρ 0 − S−1 j=1ρ j . Defining P T = (ρ 1 , . . . ,ρ S−1 ), X = (χ ij N − 2χ iS N ), and X S = (χ iS N ) for i, j ∈ [1, S − 1], and using χ SS = 0, we have
where the latter expression is obtained by completing the square.
We now diagonalize the X matrix using a similarity transform: X = ODO T , where O is an orthogonal matrix with columns equal to the eigenvectors of X. D is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of X, {d i }. Without loss of generality, we here assume that X has no zero eigenvalues, i.e., all d i are nonzero. The presence of any d i = 0 indicates a singular interaction matrix, pointing to redundancies in the way the species are labeled. For example, a model with three species A, B, and C for which χ AB = χ AC and χ BC = 0 should be rewritten as a two-species model because B and C are indistinguishable. All zero-eigenvalue modes can thus be deleted and the remaining modes renumbered. Inserting the similarity transform into Eqn. A3, we find 
which depends only on the {χN } parameters together with the dimensionless chain density, C, and the cell volume, V . This constant term, which can be precomputed, enters SCFT and CL calculations only as a free-energy shift; it does not depend on n p for any of the molecular constituents, and consequently does not affect the chemical potential references. The remaining part of the interaction term can be written as
where 
where γ = ±i or ±1. In this definition of the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, Df is a functional integral over real-valued configurations of the field f (r). Let
where we have used γ i = 1 for d i < 0 and γ i = i otherwise. w i (r) is an auxiliary chemical potential field that is conjugate to σ i (r) -the exchange-mapped linear combination of species microscopic density operators. D i is a Gaussian functional integral denominator that contributes to the overall measure of the partition function:
Hence,
whereρ + (r) = S iρ i (r) and Z ig = exp −βŪ ref
We now transform the functional delta to exponential form 1 . This leads to
Dr i e −βU0
Upon re-inserting the full expression for σ i , we find
Dr i e −βU0− S−1 i,j=1 γiOji dr wi(r)(ρj (r)+ρ0
Dr i e −βU0− S−1 i,j=1 γiOji dr wi(r)ρj (r)−i dr w+(r)
The final part of Eqn. A15 is a partition function of noninteracting chains subject to external fields {w i (r)}. Note that ψ j (r) := i O ji γ i w i (r) + iw + (r) is conjugate tô ρ j (r), and as such ψ j can be defined as "species" chemical potential fields.
We now make the following transformation to the exchange-mapped auxiliary fields {w i,+ }: µ i (r) = γ i w i (r)N , µ + (r) = iw + (r)N . This mapping includes a Wick rotation for pressure-like fields -those with d i > 0 and w + . We do this in all terms in Z c , including the Gaussian functional integral denominators in Z ′ ig , so that the implied Jacobians cancel regardless of discretization strategy. Note that Wick rotations of the subset of the fields with pressure character changes their integration domain so that Dµ is over purely imaginary fields for that subset. With this mapping, the partition function becomes 
where C = ρ 0 R 
where e is a column vector containing ones with S − 1 entries. Note that µ + (r) = ψ S (r)N . Due to the orthogonal nature of O, the inverse of A is readily identified to be
where X i is a (column) vector X i = − S−1 k=1 O ki with S− 1 entries. Though A −1 ij is never needed during the course of a field theoretic simulation, in which the fundamental degrees of freedom are the fields {µ i }, µ + entering the functional integrals, having this transformation can be useful for seeding a calculation using the species fields. Initialization with species fields is preferred, because then field definitions are independent of the exchange-mapping strategy (e.g., elimination of a species other than S when applying the incompressibility constraint).
Isolating the single-chain part of Eqn. A16, we have 
where i indexes chemical species, p indexes chain types, and l indexes members of each type. The contour variable s has been rescaled by N . In this expression, the microscopic density operator has been substituted and the δ functions over particle coordinates evaluated, ψ = Aµ Evaluating i and expanding the exp (. . .) leads to (i.e., Z 0 now contains all terms required for an ideal gas of polymers chains, together with the Gaussian denominators introduced during Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations). It is convenient to always work with volume fractions instead of explicit particle/molecule numbers. The n p of the final term can be replaced as follows:
where φ p is the chain volume fraction (i.e., the fraction of the total count of monomers originating on chains of type p), and α p is the chain length relative to the reference N . Similar derivations for branched polymers result in the α p denominator being replaced by a sum of sub-chain lengths relative to N . The normalized single-chain partition function for a linear chain in a collection of external fields can be written
where q p is computed through i O ji . We now make the replacement γ i N w i (r) = µ i (r), which includes a Wick-rotation for repulsive modes and a factor to scale out the reference polymer chain length. 
The decoupled interaction potential is inserted into the partition function such that
C (ζN ) where ψ i (r)N := j O ij µ j (r), i.e., defining a species field that is conjugate toρ i (r).
C (ζN ) 
Note that the compressibility penalty appears as (ζN ) −1/2 everywhere, including in the X matrix. We use (ζN ) −1 as a convenient control parameter that recovers the incompressible limit at 0.
